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Uniform Shop
Times
Tues—Friday
7:30—8:15
Tues afternoons
12—14:45

Self-Regulation
To seek deep, personal value in learning experiences that energises
thinking and behaviour and leads to greater commitment and success.
If I use the Tool of Self-Regulation then I will think about what I need
to do next and follow through.

Dear Parents

Put your brush on the canvas
There is something vast about an empty canvas just before the artist paints. Whether the master will
throw paint on in an expression of abstraction or set about mirroring on that blank space an image or
scene before him, he will pause to consider his commitment and perhaps start in his right time. Once
the brush is wet or the paint tin is filled and ready, the time and distance between his hand and a
masterpiece holds the suspense before he puts a brush or vibrant fluid to the canvas. It is the point of
potential. Maybe he is vigorous and enthusiastic; maybe he is fearful and reticent. Once that
expression begins and there is contact between brush and the clean fabric, he is on his journey of
creativity – sharing his inner sight, his hopes, his vision with the world.

Unlike other arts, there is only one chance for this specific expression, no rehearsals or dry runs; no critiques or
direction to hone the product. The outcome will stand, even if for his eyes only. Once it is done, it cannot pass
into memory or fade into obscurity. The artist may be inspired or he may be driven. He may be encouraged by
others or he may be flying solo. This is his expression, his readiness. His job is messy and physical, time
consuming and emotional. He will be the greatest critic of his work, and he will be the most satisfied if all plays
out.
Raising a child is an art and a science. It is a journey of human becoming. Before the creators and custodians
of young lives is a canvas, vulnerable and impressionable. For some, the canvas is brand new life - crisp and
fresh, innocently waiting for its first impressions. For others, the canvas has been approached and the wonderous work of that human being has already started. It is given to the ‘artist’ to amplify the essence of that child
and to add colour, form, depth and vibrancy.
As parents and as teachers, we must commit to putting our brushes on the canvas as we raise our children. Let
us be mindful of every mark we make until that child can take up the art direction herself. We must take the time
to “see” the child, to reverently consider her potential and carefully help her to give this expression. Each adult
has a responsibility to hold in our mind’s eye the gift to the world she can become. As we add our paint,
sweeping the canvas and giving the artwork breath and expression we need to commit to every stroke with
intention. Let us put the brush to canvas with kindness, generosity and love.
At Bellavista School, it is our firm intention to partner with you as parents and families as you raise your child.
Partnership alone is its own art – like a dance. I attach for those who have not yet received it from me, a
wonderful article about the dynamics and the trust of that partnership between professionals and parents. I
share it for your own considerations and reflections.
Some pressing items in terms of safety
Lightning
Meteorologists are certain that we are in for more violent thunderstorms, not less. Lightning is a real danger and
an entirely unpredictable one. It is inconvenient and completely dominant. In the instances of lightning, we have
very specific procedures. Please see a link to the policy here: https://bellavista.org.za/admin-for-parents/
I appreciate that lightning interferes with home time pick up and the delays can bring considerable stress. However, rather the wait than the passing of a child or parent in a strike. We are investigating a red light for the gate
to alert you or whoever is fetching that we are waiting for a lightning all clear. In the interim we will SMS updates
to the numbers provided to the school.
Traffic
FYI: Wingfield Avenue is a one-way street each morning and afternoon at the drop and fetch times. Please
honour this arrangement without question. The principle is drop to the left and pass on the right, even if your
child must walk a little way to enter the school.
At this point, children aged 9 and older should be walking in independently. We have a team of teachers at the
gate to help you encourage this.

You cannot miss the 1,2m bright yellow safety cones outside the school in the mornings and afternoons. These
demarcate the zone where you cannot stop. Parking or even pausing between these cones (over the driveway)
obscures clear site of the children entering and other cars. I have asked the staff on duty to take a photo of any
offenders, and I am afraid it will be name and shame.
Our message to the children this term is kindness. As you engage our traffic team, please be kind in return.
Bellavista School app
We have a certification delay with Apple and the app is interrupted for some features. The calendar, newsletters
and heads up notices and the blog links are not impacted. Hopefully, we will resolve this shortly.
#raisingkids
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Uniform Shop
Romy Ancer and her team run the Uniform Shop as a volunteers on behalf of the Bellavista Parents
Association. The times are:

•

07h30 – 08h30 Tuesday—Friday mornings

•

13h00 - 14h30 Friday afternoons

•

By appointment: Romy 0824654461

•

Orders over WhatsApp with Snapscan Payment (open)

Download your 2020 Uniform Guidelines here: dress-code2
For your convenience, make your uniform purchase payments using “Snap Scan”.
Step 1: Download the app, SnapScan, on your Apple or android device.
Step 2: Follow the prompts to set up your personal profile.
Step 3: Use the camera on your device to snap the unique Bellavista SnapCode – either at home or in the Uniform Shop
(see the code below).
Step 4: Enter the amount to pay and confirm your pin.
Read more: http://www.GetSnapScan.com
By scanning the code, you can make a purchase from the Uniform Shop anywhere, anytime. Here’s how:
1. SMS Romy on 082 465 4461 to request your item and confirm availability.
2. Check the price on the price list found here: Uniform Shop Price List 2020
3. Scan the SnapCode on the website.
4. Enter the given amount. State the reference clearly.
5. Payment will be received immediately and the item delivered to your child’s classroom unless otherwise arranged.

Power of One
Bellavista School has an active Parents Association (PA) with the aim of promoting close cooperation between
parents and the school and amoung each other. The PA is made up of both parent volunteers and members of
the teaching and administrative staff. See https://bellavista.org.za/pa/ for the portfolio holders. The PA can be
contacted via pa@bellavistaschool.co.za
Interhouse Sports Day has moved to September in keeping with the boys school change to the athletics
season. In making this accommodation, the field can be set up for both Pridwin and Bellavista’s needs at the
same time.
Alison M Scott (Mrs)
Executive Principal

Heads Up Notices (Mrs M Wilder)
Thank you for your attendance of the Parents orientation evening last week. The teachers and therapists enjoyed having
opportunity to connect with you. The start to the evening with Paul Bushell’s opening talk was inspiring indeed and left
many with ‘food for thought’ and others with more immediate ‘action plans’.
Sports Fixtures: Bellavista versus Hirsch Lyons – Please see BV App for details
Community Engagement: Our involvement with Ukukhanye Kwe Zwe Nursery School continues. Please
support your child in bringing fresh or dried produce once a week on a Tuesday. These contributions go
some way towards aiding the children of the Nursery School to have at least one nutritious meal in the week.

#Mediation – tips for the week – Self Regulation
What do you think the definition of Self-Regulation is?
Why is the ability to Self Regulate important?
Think of an example of when one needs to Self Regulate.
Do different environments require different degrees of Self Regulation?
What strategies can one use to Self Regulate?
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